Synopsys Galaxy Design Platform Now Supports
Composite Current Source Modeling Technology
Designers Benefit from Enhanced Productivity and Reduced Design Margins
PRNewswire-FirstCall
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif.
Synopsys, Inc. (NASDAQ: SNPS), a world leader in semiconductor design software, today announced
Synopsys Galaxy™ Design Platform support for Composite Current Source (CCS) modeling technology.
The unified CCS model extends the analysis and optimization capabilities within the Galaxy Design
Platform to concurrently address nanometer effects and thereby reduce design margins and minimizing
iterations.
"Using the CCS library models with the Galaxy Design Platform allows our customers to reduce design
margins and improve productivity by taking advantage of the new voltage scaling and IR-Drop delay
analysis capabilities," said Nobuyuki Nishiguchi, vice president, general manager, Development Department
1, Design Methodology Group, STARC. "With our continued collaboration with Synopsys, we have
incorporated CCS modeling technology into our STARCAD-21 Synopsys-based production flow Version
2.5."
The CCS modeling technology offers a unified solution to account accurately and efficiently for important
new effects in timing, noise and power that become significant in designs at 90-nanometers (nm) and below.
Having to account for these nanometer effects by adding design margins leads to over-design and extra
iterations that can significantly impact designer productivity. The Galaxy Design Platform is an open,
integrated design implementation platform with industry-leading tools that can now take advantage of the
comprehensive CCS modeling technology and help eliminate the need for extra design margins and speed
design closure.
"Efficient design at 90 nanometers and below requires not only accurate nanometer modeling technology but
also a world-class design platform that can fully utilize the capabilities of these models," said Antun Domic,
senior vice president and general manager of Synopsys' Implementation Group. "With the combination of
CCS modeling technology and the Galaxy Design Platform, Synopsys is leading the industry by providing
the next leap in designer productivity."
About Synopsys
Synopsys, Inc. is a world leader in EDA software for semiconductor design. The company delivers
technology-leading semiconductor design and verification platforms and IC manufacturing software
products to the global electronics market, enabling the development and production of complex systems-onchips (SoCs). Synopsys also provides intellectual property and design services to simplify the design process
and accelerate time-to-market for its customers. Synopsys is headquartered in Mountain View, California
and has offices in more than 60 locations throughout North America, Europe, Japan and Asia. Visit
Synopsys online at http:/www.synopsys.com .
NOTE: Synopsys is a registered trademark of Synopsys, Inc. Galaxy is a trademark of Synopsys. Any other
trademarks mentioned in this release are the intellectual property of their respective owners.
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